We present deep radio continuum observations of the star-forming core of the Serpens South Infrared Dark Cloud with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA). Observations were conducted in two bands centered at 7.25 GHz (4.14 cm) and 4.75 GHz (6.31 cm) with a σ rms of 8.5 and 11.1 µJy/beam, respectively. We also use 2MASS, Spitzer and Herschel data to put our radio observations in the context of young stellar populations characterized by near and far infrared observations. Within a 5' x 5' region of interest around the central cluster, we detect roughly eighteen radio sources, seven of which we determine are protostellar in nature due to their radio spectral indices and their association with infrared sources. We find evidence for a previously undetected embedded Class 0 protostar and reaffirm Class 0 protostellar classifications determined by previous millimeter wavelength continuum studies. We use our infrared data to derive mid-infrared luminosities for three of our protostellar sources and find relative agreement between the known YSO radio luminosity vs bolometric luminosity correlation. Lastly, we marginally detect an additional six radio sources at the 2-3σ level that lie within two arcseconds of infrared YSO candidates, providing motivation for higher sensitivity studies to clarify the nature of these sources and further probe embedded and/or low luminosity YSOs in Serpens South.
INTRODUCTION
Serpens South is a young stellar cluster that is a part of the broader Aquila Rift complex of dark clouds. Discovered in 2008 by Gutermuth et al. (2008) as a part of the Spitzer Space Telescope's Gould Belt Legacy Survey, Serpens South has been found to harbor an unusually high ratio of Class I to Class II young stellar objects (YSO), where a Class I YSO is representative of the late mass accretion phase onto a central protostar and Class II of a classical T Tauri pre-main sequence star (see Greene et al. 1994 ). This suggests that Serpens South is in a very early phase of cluster formation and makes it one of the most active sites of star formation within 1 kpc. Since its discovery, it has become the center of a wide range of scholarship. This has consisted of near, mid and far infrared mappings with Spitzer and Herschel tracing heated dust around protostars (Gutermuth et al. 2008; Bontemps et al. 2010) , millimeter mappings tracing cold dust (Maury et al. 2011) , near infrared polarimetry revealing the importance of global magnetic fields in the cluster's formation history ), molecular outflows studies (e.g. Nakamura et al. 2011; Teixeira et al. 2012; Plunkett et al. 2015a,b) , and a wealth of spectral line surveys probing filamentary infall (e.g. Kirk et al. 2013; Friesen et al. 2013; Tanaka et al. 2013; Fernández-López et al. 2014; Nakamura & Li 2014) . In spite of the wealth of optical, infrared and submillimeter data currently available, Serpens South has received little attention in the radio continuum. Presently, only one radio continuum study of Serpens South has been conducted by Ortiz-León et al. (2015) , who did not detect any radio sources associated with known YSOs in the central core of Serpens South.
Because the core of Serpens South has been shown to harbor a high density of YSOs in the earliest phases of their development, it is an interesting region to search for highly embedded YSOs and allows for a large number of possible protostellar radio detections with only one telescope pointing. The Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) is an ideal instrument for this aim. It has been a proven tool for detecting radio emission around YSOs since the early 1990s and its recently upgraded capabilities make it an even more powerful tool for this purpose (e.g., Curiel et al. 1989; Anglada et al. 1998; Beltrán et al. 2001; Shirley et al. 2007; Dzib et al. 2013) . The goal of this paper is to for the first time shed light on the radio properties of the clustered protostars in the core of Serpens South.
The study of radio emission around YSOs is an important asset to star formation studies because radio emission can penetrate the high column densities that obscure YSOs at optical and sometimes infrared wavelengths. In the case of highly embedded and very young objects, radio emission can provide evidence for the presence of a central source (Andre et al. 2000) . Recent studies at millimeter wavelengths have also shown that embedded, low-luminosity protostars can go undetected and overlooked in near infrared imaging of starless cores (e.g. Schnee et al. 2012) , making long-wavelength studies of star forming regions essential to fully understanding prestellar populations. Additionally, the shape of a YSOs spectral energy distribution (SED) at radio wavelengths can provide information about collimated out-flows, magnetic field activity and other high-energy processes around a protostar (Feigelson & Montmerle 1999) .
The distances to Serpens South, W40 and the Serpens Main cloud are not agreed upon in the literature. When Serpens South was discovered in 2008, Gutermuth et al. (2008) adopted a distance of 260 pc ± 37 pc based on evidence that its LSR velocities matched LSR velocities of the Serpens Main cloud, which was then thought to be a part of the larger Aquila Rift complex estimated to lie at 260 pc (Straižys et al. 2003) . However, VLBA parallax measurements conducted in 2010 have established the distance to the Serpens Main cloud as 429 ± 2 pc (Dzib et al. 2011) . Gutermuth et al. (2008) also argued that Serpens South lies in front of W40, claiming that its cold filaments are seen in absorption against emission from W40. If we are to follow the initial LSR velocity analysis by Gutermuth et al. (2008) , we would equate Serpens South to Serpens Main and say Serpens South lies at approximately 429 pc, while W40 lies further away. Indeed, previous radio and x-ray studies adopt a distance of 600 pc to W40, although they admit the distance is poorly constrained (Kuhn et al. 2010; Rodríguez et al. 2010) . Here, we adopt a distance of 429 pc to Serpens South, similar to other recent studies of the region (Plunkett et al. 2015a; Ortiz-León et al. 2015) .
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA
We observed Serpens South with one pointing on July 2, 2013, for 1 hour with the VLA in its C array configuration under project number DEM0009. In order to derive a more accurate spectral index, we configured our C band observation to have subbands centered at 4.75 GHz (6.31 cm) and 7.25 GHz (4.14 cm), each with bandwidths of 1.024 GHz. At 4.75 and 7.25 GHz, our images had primary beam diameters of 9.5 and 6.2 arcminutes respectively. Our observation focused on a 5 arcmin x 5 arcmin region around Serpens South's central filament, with a phase center positioned at α(J2000) = 18 h 30 m 05.00 s , δ(J2000) = −02
• 02 ′ 30.0 ′′ ( Figure 1 ). During our hour-long observation, we switched from Serpens South to J1804 + 0101 every 10 minutes for complex gain calibrations, giving us a total of 45 minutes on source. At the time of our observation two antennas were not functioning properly, leaving us with a total of twenty five antennas.
We manually flagged, calibrated and imaged our data with standard procedures using Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) 4.1.0. We also thoroughly inspected the data and manually flagged for obvious radio frequency interference (RFI). We used J1331+305 (3C286) as a flux and bandpass calibrator, and J1804+0101 as a gain and phase calibrator (S 4.75GHz = 0.70 ± 0.02 Jy, S 7.25GHz = 0.66 ± 0.02 Jy). We deconvolved the Stokes I images with the Cotton-Schwab algorithm (Schwab 1984) using the CLEAN method (Högbom 1974; Clark 1980) . We experimented with natural, robust and uniform weighting, and found the best compromise between noise level and source resolution using robust weighting (Briggs 1995) , with the robust parameter set to 0.5. The synthesized beam sizes and RMS values for our two images are detailed in Table 1 . We performed a primary beam correction on our images by dividing the CLEANed images by the modeled flux re- We cross-referenced the positions of our radio sources with the 2MASS catalogue and ran extractions over the four IRAC bands of Spitzer, the 24 µm MIPS band on Spitzer, and the 70 µm PACS band on Herschel. We use this wide range of infrared data to help determine if a radio source is associated with a YSO or if it is extragalactic. We used a 2 arcsecond maximum matching tolerance for these extractions. Apertures and adopted corrections were consistent with Gutermuth et al. (2009) . The final errors on our infrared fluxes consist of the zero flux offset error used to convert magnitudes to fluxes (2% contribution) and an assumed 10% error on our final magnitudes, which encompasses the absolute flux calibration. We were able to produce at least one infrared source extraction on six of our radio sources, whose infrared spectral energy distributions are shown in Figure 2 .
METHODOLOGY
In choosing our sources, we restrict ourselves to a circular region centered on our phase center extending out to 50% of the primary beam response, which equates to roughly 5 arcminutes in diameter. We identify our sources based on a visual inspection of the data, judging their appearance and strength in both our 7.25 and 4.75 GHz images and considering their spatial proximity to infrared associations. Similar to other radio studies, we consider a detection firm if it has a clear infrared association and has a radio flux of at least 4σ in either frequency band. In addition, we consider all objects with radio fluxes > 5σ as sources. Given our beam size relative to the size of our field of view, there is less than a 1% chance that even one random Gaussian noise fluctuation would produce a signal in excess of 5σ in any one of our synthesized beams. This left us with a total of 18 radio sources in our field of view. We note that we detect an additional ∼6 sources at the 2-3σ level that lie within 2 arcseconds of an infrared YSO candidate, however, we do not include them in our final source list. Further observations with higher sensitivity will likely be able to determine whether these sources are spurious, extragalactic or protostellar in nature.
After applying primary beam corrections, we used CASA's IMFIT function to fit 2D gaussians and derive integrated flux densities for each of our radio sources. Flux errors were calculated by adding three sources of error in quadrature: the flux error output from IMFIT, an assumed 5% systematic absolute error on the flux calibration, and the percent uncertainty due random pointing errors in the individual antennas following the prescription outlined in Dzib et al. (2014) . Source positions were determined by using the centers of IMFIT's 2D Gaussian fits to the higher resolution 7.25 GHz image. (Gutermuth et al. in prep.) . The green box indicates our 5 arcmin by 5 arcmin region of interest with the VLA, while the cyan box shows the extent of the zoomed-in figure to the right. Right: VLA 7.25 GHz radio continuum of the core of Serpens South. The circles represent Spitzer Class I and II YSOs.
It is unlikely that all of our radio sources will be associated with YSOs; there will be a level of contamination from background galaxies that emit in the radio. We can calculate the number of random background sources we would expect to find in our radio images. We use the formulation found in Shirley et al. (2007) and Dzib et al. (2013) who draw from radio studies done by Fomalont et al. (1991) . The density of random background radio sources above a flux limit of S µJy at 6 cm (4.9 GHz) is given by n(> S) = 0.42 ± 0.05
Therefore, the number density of sources with flux S greater than 50 µJy at 6 cm is 0.23 arcmin −2 . This leads to a 0.1% chance that a background source falls inside a 4.8 x 3.9 arcsec synthesized beam centered on a radio source. It also gives us on average ∼ 6 ± 1.5 background sources within our 5' x 5' region of interest above a 5σ level. There are about 7 to 9 sources that we identify as extragalactic, which agrees with this analysis within two standard deviations at worst.
3.1. Radio and Infrared Spectral Indices Radio emission from a YSO can have two components: a thermal component coming from free-free bremsstrahlung of an ionized region and a non-thermal component generally in the form of gyrosynchrotron emission created by magnetic fields in the stellar corona. While high mass stars have strong enough internal luminosities to support compact HII regions, low mass stars generally do not. Thermal emission from ionized regions around low-mass YSOs is typically thought to be driven by collimated outflows that shock the surrounding material (Anglada et al. 1998) . Because outflows are common among less-developed YSOs, thermal radio emission is found predominately around the earliest protostellar phases, Class 0 and I. Non-thermal emission is generally found around more developed pre-main sequence T Tauri stars (Class II & III) because their stellar coronae are exposed. There are a few cases, however, where non-thermal emission has been found around young protostars, which could in part be due to geometric effects or envelope-clearing by a companion star (Dzib et al. 2010 ). This suggests that young YSOs may in fact emit copious amounts of non-thermal emission that is then absorbed by thermal emission coming from larger size scales around the protostar.
At radio wavelengths, the spectral index is defined as the difference of the natural log of the radio flux at two different radio wavelengths, divided by the difference of the natural log of those wavelengths:
where λ 2 > λ 1 (Shirley et al. 2007) . Note that S λ is defined as a flux density and not a flux (e.g. λ · S λ or ν · S ν ). Flat radio spectral indices (α > −0.1) are generally indicative of optically thin thermal free-free emission from an ionized plasma, while rising indices (α ∼ 2.0) are representative of the optically thick case (Ghavamian & Hartigan 1998) . Steeply falling radio spectral indices (α ∼ −2.0) are common from sources of non-thermal radio emission (e.g. AGN). Because of this, radio spectral indices are commonly used to help discriminate between thermal and non-thermal emission processes; however, this can be complicated due to errors on measured fluxes and the blending of multiple emission components. Other ways to deduce the emission mechanism of a radio source is to measure the variability of its radio flux over time and to probe for polarization, neither of which we can do in this present study.
In the infrared, four main categories of YSOs exist based on the shape of their spectrum: Class I, FlatSpectrum, Class II and Class III YSOs. These classifications roughly correspond to unique development phases in chronological order; however, it is good to note that a direct connection between infrared class and unique evolutionary stage can be confused by possible misclassifications based on inclination effects (Crapsi et al. 2008) . Greene et al. (1994) presented YSO classifications based on infrared spectral indices, where the infrared spectral index α IR is defined as
with λ 2 > λ 1 . We derive our infrared spectral indices between the IRAC 8 µm band and the MIPS 24 µm band. Our infrared spectral indices have a standard error of ±0.2 based on an error analysis that combines in quadrature the zero flux offset error used to convert magnitudes to fluxes (2% contribution) and an assumed 10% error in our extracted magnitudes. There are five sources where we have successful source extractions at 8 and 24 µm. Figure 2 shows these SEDs and our derived infrared spectral indices.
RESULTS: CLASSIFICATIONS AND RADIO PROPERTIES
We detail the properties of our eighteen radio sources in Table 2 , which includes their integrated and peak radio fluxes, derived spectral indices and classifications based on our radio and infrared data. Other detections of our sources in previous works are also discussed here, which come primarily from four studies: a near-infrared spectral line study of molecular hydrogen jets and outflows done by Teixeira et al. (2012) (referred to as T12), a 1.2 millimeter continuum survey done by Maury et al. (2011) (referred to as M11), a 2.7 millimeter spectral line study of molecular outflows done by Plunkett et al. (2015a) (referred to as P15), and a centimeter radio continuum study with the VLA done by Ortiz-León et al. (2015) (referred to as OL15). The major differences between our study and the VLA study of OL15 are (1) they had higher angular resolution by over a factor of ten, and (2) they had lower point source sensitivity by over a factor of two. Their lower sensitivity did not enable them to make any firm radio detections of any YSO candidates in our field of view. For radio sources we report as having radio fluxes within their detectable limits, their nondetection could be due to either their small beam size over-resolving the emission structure, time variability in the source's emission, or both. For the case of the former, this would suggest that there is a significant source of thermal emission originating at or above size scales of hundreds of AU: the physical distance corresponding to the angular separation of OL15's 0.3 arcsecond synthesized beam assuming a distance of 429 pc to the cloud.
Protostellar Sources
Seven of our eighteen radio sources, VLA 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16 and 17 , are likely to be protostellar in nature. All except VLA 14 lie within 2 arcseconds of an infrared/submillimeter-identified Class 0, I or II YSO. All sources have either flat or rising radio spectral indices indicative of optically thin or thick thermal emission expected from a young YSO. Figure 3 shows our 7.25 GHz radio contours against various infrared and submillimeter images of the core of Serpens South. Figure 4 shows a zoom-in on our 7.25 GHz and 4.75 GHz radio contours for most of these sources along with Spitzer Class I & II YSOs (Gutermuth et al. in prep) .
VLA 7 is spatially associated with a Class II YSO in the infrared that has a calculated α IR of -0.7. It has a radio spectral index of ∼1.3 indicative of a mix of optically thin and thick thermal emission.
VLA 11 is associated with an infrared source with α IR =0.7, which makes it a Class I protostar. In the IRAC bands, VLA 11's SED seems to be turning over, but its MIPS and PACS emission clearly shows it has a rising SED at mid-infrared wavelengths.
VLA 11 was also found to be driving a jet. T12 found a molecular hydrogen emission-line object (MHO) feature that they conclude is driven by the infrared source associated with our VLA 11 source, which they call "P2." We note that while T12 claims this YSO to be Class 0 by citing the Herschel study of Bontemps et al. (2010) , there was no officially published catalogue of Herschel protostars from Serpens South at the time. Currently, only a catalogue of dense cores and YSO candidates without classifications exists for Herschel data in the Aquila region (Konyves et al. 2015) .
M11 images a millimeter peak, called "MM16," centered East of VLA 11 but encompasses VLA 11 within its FWHM fit. While they suggest MM16 is a blending of multiple sources, we definitively show that there are indeed at least two sources associated with the their millimeter peak. P15 also showed this with higher resolution mm continuum imaging, detecting both VLA 11, which they call "CARMA-5", and the source at the center of M11's MM16.
VLA 12 is not detected short-ward of 24 microns, meaning it is a highly embedded source. It is, however, the peak structure of diffuse 1.2 mm emission and was therefore classified as a Class 0 source (Maury et al. 2011) . This classification used a 25 arcsecond FWHM fit, which also encompassed the infrared sources associated with VLA 13 and 14 (see Figure 4) . Here, we reaffirm VLA 12's Class 0 classification with the detection of thermal radio emission indicative of outflows and the presence of a central YSO (Andre et al. 2000) . Recent ALMA data also finds VLA 12 to be a driver of a highly collimated, episodic molecular outflow (Plunkett et al. 2015b) , running 4
• East of the North-South vertical direction. VLA 12 is also detected by P15 at 2.7 mm, who resolve VLA 12's emission from its nearby companions VLA 13 and VLA 14 (referred to as CARMA-7). At the 3σ level, VLA 12's radio emission has elongated structure towards the North-West (Figure 4 ), which aligns with its continuum emission at 1 mm (Plunkett et al. 2015b ).
VLA 13 is associated with an infrared source that has a full set of infrared extractions except for the IRAC 1 band at 3.6 µm (Figure 2) . The lack of a flux at the IRAC 1 band, as noted by P15, would prevent it from being classified as a YSO candidate by Evans et al. (2009) . However, because we (1) have fluxes associated with VLA 13 from the IRAC 2 band to the PACS 70µm band and (2) have detected thermal radio emission, we conclude that VLA 13 is likely an embedded Class 0/I protostar. It shows comparatively strong radio emission suggesting it could be driving a relatively powerful outflow, perhaps being the most dominant driver of outflows in the densely populated region of Serpens South's core. VLA 14 is the only YSO candidate we detect that has yet to be definitively detected by any previous study. In far-infrared images from 24 to 250 µm it is clear that, in projection, VLA 14 lies within a gaseous envelope (Figure 3) . However, because of the low resolution of the far infrared images that blends the emission of VLA 13 with VLA 14, we do not retrieve any source extraction within 2 arcseconds of VLA 14's radio peak. Even in the higher resolution MIPS 24 µm image, VLA 14 is not seen as an individual source but rather an extension of the emission structure from VLA 13 (Figure 3 ). This is also seen in P15's mm continuum emission structure. In the near-infrared, VLA 14 is too deeply embedded to be seen. This is likely why previous studies missed this source and it implies that if a central source exists it is likely young and/or a low luminosity object. There are three main reasons why we conclude that VLA 14 is very likely an embedded Class 0 protostar: (1) it has a steeply rising radio spectral index indicative of optically thick thermal radio emission, which is also suggestive of outflows and therefore a central source, (2) it is a spatially resolved structure from VLA 13 in both our 7.25 and 4.75 GHz radio images, and (3) it is set against strong and extended submillimeter emission indicative of an extended envelope: the same millimeter emission from Maury et al. (2011) (SerpS-MM18) that blends VLA 14 with both VLA 12 and 13 and the submillimeter emission from Plunkett et al. (2015a) (CARMA-6) that blends VLA 14 with VLA 13.
VLA 16 is associated with an infrared source that has a steeply rising infrared spectral index and is therefore classified as a Class I YSO, although just looking at its SED at IRAC wavelengths it may be confused as a FlatSpectrum or Class II source. It has a relatively flat radio spectral index suggesting optically thin thermal radio emission.
VLA 17 's infrared SED suggests it is a Flat-Spectrum source that may be transitioning to a Class II source, due to the fact that its 70 µm flux is significantly lower than its 24 µm flux. It has comparatively strong radio flux with a slightly rising radio spectral index, which, similar to VLA 13, suggests that it could be a dominant contributor to large-scale outflow from the core. VLA 17 is also detected by the CARMA study, which they label "CARMA-1," and is also claimed to be a driver of a MHO feature referred to as "Y1" by Teixeira et al. (2012) . . Left: Zoom-in of VLA 12 and surrounding sources. Right: Zoom-in of the elongated VLA 10 source. In both images, the blue solid contours represent the 7.25 GHz radio signal and start at the 3σ level and increase to 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30 , and 50σ. The blue circles are Spitzer identified Class I sources (Gutermuth et al. in prep.) . Green circles are the FWHM fits of the 1.2 mm emission peaks from Maury et al. (2011) . Magenta circles are fits to the 2.7 mm emission from Plunkett et al. (2015a) . Projected size scale assumes a distance of 429 pc to Serpens South. 70µm and have negative radio spectral indices indicative of non-thermal synchrotron emission typical of a galaxy's radio spectrum. VLA 2, 3 and 4 are interestingly aligned along an axis ( Figure 5 ). One possible explanation is that these three sources actually form one source: one side of a radio jet emanating from the central galaxy (VLA 2) and ending in a radio lobe (VLA 4). These strong sources of radio emission were not detected by the high resolution radio survey done by OL15. The most probable reason why OL15 did not detect these strong sources is because they are extended sources, meaning that the high resolution (∼0.3 " ) synthesized beam of OL15 resolved out the radio flux to a level below their point source sensitivity. Figure 5. Zoom-in on sources VLA 2, 3 and 4. Blue solid and red dashed contours correspond to 7.25 and 4.75 GHz radio images respectively, which start at their respective 3σ levels. This system of extragalactic sources could be in fact one central galaxy with powerful radio lobes.
While VLA 1 and 5 have no infrared, far-infrared or millimeter associations and are isolated from the Serpens South filament, they have flat and rising radio spectral indices suggesting optically thin or thick free-free emission respectively. Although galaxies can produce freefree emission from large HII regions, it is generally a sub-dominant component compared to its synchrotron output when an AGN is present. Moreover, in Dzib et al. (2013) 's study of 190 radio sources in the Ophiuchus star forming cloud, they did not find a single extragalactic source with a radio spectral index larger than ∼0. However, we should note that VLA 1 and 5 are relatively far from our phase center (θ ∼ 2.3 ′ ) meaning that VLA pointing errors could be larger than accounted for in our error analysis. We tentatively classify these sources as extragalactic due to their lack of any association at shorter wavelengths.
Unclear Sources
We are unsure as to the nature of VLA 10 (Figure 4) . We treat the whole elongated structure as one source. At our higher resolution 7.25 GHz image, we can resolve two distinct emission components that are blended at our lower resolution 6.3 cm image. Although our measured fluxes are uncertain due to source blending at 4.75 GHz, VLA 10's peak flux derived spectral index is strongly negative suggesting non-thermal emission and an extragalactic classification. However, VLA 10's Southern structure is also within 2 arcseconds of a Spitzer identified Class I source. This raises the possibility that the Northern structure is a background source while the Southern structure is a YSO radio source. Another possibility is that VLA 10 is representative of post-shock free-free emission from an outflow emanating from either the Southern VLA 10 structure, the Northern VLA 10 structure, or from sources VLA 11, VLA 9, or another source. Indeed, recent millimeter studies tracing 12 CO outflow emission shows a low-velocity redshifted outflow structure that aligns spatially and morphologically with VLA 10's radio emission (Plunkett et al. 2015a) .
Further evidence that would support a nonextragalactic classification of both the South and North structures of VLA 10 is the fact that the dust emission seen at and longward of 70 µm neatly fits around VLA 10's elongated morphology, as seen in Figure 3-(e) . Lastly, its elongation towards the North-West direction aligns with the direction of the large-scale red-shifted molecular outflow seen in P15. Higher resolution, multi-epoch observations should be able to spatially separate the individual emission components and better determine the nature behind their radio emission.
Similar to VLA 10, the nature of VLA 9 is unclear. Although it has no strong infrared associations, it does lie within 5 arcseconds of a weak infrared source. It is placed in a region of high YSO surface density, falls in front of diffuse, far-infrared emission and has a relatively flat spectral index: increasing the chances it is a YSO candidate. Its 4.75 GHz emission blends with VLA 10 at the 3σ level. While this could be due to blending of VLA 9 and 10's emission structure due to the larger synthesized beam at 4.75 GHz, it does raise the possibility that VLA 9 is tied to the structure powering VLA 10's radio emission (Figure 4) .
VLA 18 is spatially distinct from the filament and has a flat radio spectral index of about 0 ± 0.1, consistent with optically thin thermal radio emission driven by protostellar outflows. It has three extremely weak infrared associations at the IRAC infrared bands from 3.6 to 8.0 µm, the 24 µm MIPS band, and a weak and diffuse association at 100 and 160 µm from Herschel images. However, while these associations are visible upon manual inspection of the data, the only ones strong and compact enough to enable successful source extractions are the IRAC band associations. VLA 18 also lies ∼3 arcseconds from a Herschel -identified starless core (see Konyves et al. 2015) , which further supports a YSO classification. Currently, we do not have enough evidence to firmly support a protostellar classification due to the lack of far infrared associations, however, higher resolution millimeter and radio studies could clarify the nature of this source.
DISCUSSION
The Serpens South region is filled with YSOs identified in the infrared. Spitzer images reveal upwards of 91 YSOs in the entire Serpens South cloud, 59% of which are Class I protostars (Gutermuth et al. 2008) . At the core, this fraction rises to 77%, suggesting a recent onset of star formation in this concentrated area (within about 2 × 10 5 years). Gutermuth et al. (2008) define the core of Serpens South within a circular region centered at α=18.30.03 and δ=-02.01.58.2 and extending out by 2.5 arcminutes, which is similar in both position and size to our radio observation. Within this spatially defined core lies a strong peak in sub-millimeter emission, corresponding to the highly clustered radio sources of VLA 11 to VLA 16 (see Figure 3-f) .
The three Class 0 sources in the central cluster lie within a projected separation of only 10 arcseconds, which corresponds to 0.04 pc or roughly 4,100 AU, although they may lie further away in 3D coordinates. The fact that we detect three clustered Class 0 protostars suggests that the onset of star formation in the central cluster is very recent, on timescales of the Class 0 phase duration of ∼ 10 5 years (Dunham et al. 2015) . Out of the roughly 35 Class I protostars in our field of view, we detect radio flux from only six of them. In addition, the radio fluxes of our YSO sources are for the most part weak, on the order of or less than one hundred micro-Janksy. Ortiz-León et al. (2015) suggested that, assuming a spherical wind model and using Rodriguez et al. (1989) as a guide, young YSOs in Serpens South are expected to emit about 0.34 mJy of thermal radio flux given a distance of 429 pc. If that distance is increased to 700 pc, that expectation falls to 0.12 mJy, which is out of their detection range but still well within ours, possibly explaining their lack of any YSO detections in the core of Serpens South. The fact that we only pick up a handful of detections with over a factor of two increase in sensitivity over Ortiz-León et al. (2015) suggests that the distance to Serpens South is likely not what is causing our lack of YSO radio detections (assuming a spherical wind model), otherwise we would have likely detected many more Class I sources in the radio.
At high resolution scales, the collimated outflows that are the energy sources of thermal radio emission can be resolved (e.g. Rodríguez et al. 2003) . Although our spatial resolution is not high enough to probe the inner regions of outflows, even at 3 arcsecond resolution scales we recover some source morphology for VLA 11 in our 7.25 GHz map; two-component Gaussian fitting with the IMFIT task on our 7.25 GHz image returns an estimated deconvolved beam size of 3.1±0.2 arcsec × 0.8±0.3 arcsec with a position angle of 11±2 degrees for VLA 11. This morphology also is in the same direction of MHO features that Teixeira et al. (2012) concluded were being driven by VLA 11. Further high resolution outflow studies may be able to clarify this connection.
Because thermal radio emission is driven by outflows, the strength of YSOs' relative radio flux can be used as a rough proxy for relative outflow strength. VLA 13 has the strongest radio flux out of our YSO candidates and it is centrally located within the core of Serpens South, where there is strong 12 CO emission tracing molecular outflows. We therefore speculate that it could be driving a relatively strong outflow and could be a strong contributor to Serpens South's large scale molecular outflow seen in the millimeter regime (see Nakamura et al. 2011; Plunkett et al. 2015a) .
5.1. The S radio and L bol Relationship A correlation between centimeter flux and bolometric luminosity is known to exist for low and intermediate mass protostars. This correlation is related to another relationship, the outflow force versus bolometric luminosity relationship, which shows that higher luminosity YSOs drive more powerful outflows (Wu et al. 2004) . Because thermal radio emission is driven by outflows and stronger outflows produce more thermal emission (Ghavamian & Hartigan 1998) , the centimeter flux versus bolometric luminosity relation is naturally an extension of the former relationship. Anglada (1995) was one of the first to relate a YSO's centimeter continuum emission to its bolometric luminosity. Since then, this relationship has been updated and improved upon with protostars at lower and lower bolometric luminosities (e.g., Anglada et al. 1998; Beltrán et al. 2001; Shirley et al. 2007 ; AMI Consortium et al. 2011a) . The intrinsic scatter of this relationship is likely affected by emission variability.
The bolometric luminosity of a protostar is dominated by emission from its envelope at sub-millimeter wavelengths. However, in the core of Serpens South, it is not possible to construct sub-millimeter SEDs for individual protostars because they are blended in the Herschel images. To get an estimate of their bolometric luminosities, we have relied on protostellar luminosity studies that have developed a relationship that correlates a YSO's mid-infrared luminosity to its bolometric luminosity (see section 3.2 of Kryukova et al. 2012) . The mid-infrared flux is defined as a sum of 2MASS J,H, and K fluxes, IRAC 1,2,3 and 4 fluxes and the MIPS 24µm flux with coefficients determined by Equation (6) of Kryukova et al. (2012) . We use our infrared source extractions to create mid-infrared fluxes for three of our protostellar sources and estimate their bolometric luminosities using Equation (5) from Dunham et al. (2013) . We re-calculated our protostars' infrared spectral index, α IR , using the IRAC 3.6 µm band and the MIPS 24 µm band to be consistent with the derivation found in the former study. Figure 6 shows three of our protostellar sources overlaid on the 3.6 cm luminosity and 6.0 cm luminosity vs. bolometric luminosity correlations provided by Shirley et al. (2007) . Using this sample, Shirley et al. (2007) report correlations of log(L 3.6 /L 1 mJy kpc 2 ) = − (2.24 ± 0.03)
for the 3.6 cm and 6.0 cm emission components respectively. Because the detection and characterization of low luminosity protostars is still an ongoing process, it is hard to tell for sure what the trend of this relationship is at the low-luminosity end where our protostars reside. However, deep radio studies by AMI Consortium et al. (2011b) suggest that this relationship may tentatively extend linearly from log bolometric luminosities of 1 down to -1. To compare this relationship to our sample of protostars, we used our derived radio spectral indices to extrapolate our 4.1 cm and 6.3 cm radio fluxes to 3.6 and 6.0 radio fluxes. The radio luminosities use an assumed distance of 429 pc to Serpens South. Errors on our derived bolometric luminosity account for errors in our infrared fluxes, infrared spectral indices, and errors in the scaling relationships provided by Kryukova et al. (2012) and Dunham et al. (2013) . Within our errors, we Figure 2 from Shirley et al. (2007) showing the 3.6 cm vs. bolometric luminosity correlation (left) and 6.0 cm vs. bolometric luminosity (right) for protostars. Three of our protostellar sources are plotted with bolometric luminosities derived from a correlation that utilizes the protostars' mid-infrared luminosity (see Kryukova et al. 2012; Dunham et al. 2013 ). find that our data roughly agrees with the relationship as it currently stands. Although visually our data might seem to create some tension at the low-luminosity end, this is complicated by the fact that this S radio vs L bol relationship does not presently include all radio detections of protostars, has an intrinsic scatter, can be affected by factors such as emission variability and has yet to be fully probed at the low-luminosity end. Our derived mid-infrared luminosities could be affected by the fact that we do not have 2MASS J, H, K band extractions for some of our protostars (Figure 2 ). To test how sensitive our derived luminosities are to this lack of data, we artificially added JHK fluxes that roughly matched an extrapolation of the protostars' SED and found that the newly derived bolometric luminosities change by at most 0.03 in log space: much smaller than the errors already associated with the bolometric luminosity derivation. We therefore conclude that we are largely unaffected by the fact that we do not have J, H, K fluxes for determining our protostars' mid-infrared luminosity.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented deep, interferometric radio observations of centimeter continuum emission from the core of Serpens South with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array. We detect radio emission from a number of YSO candidates identified in the infrared and millimeter and from one previously unidentified source. For Class 0 protostars identified in the millimeter but not detected in the infrared, we provide definitive evidence for a compact central source through our detection of thermal radio emission, indicative of outflows expected during the protostellar phase. Our 3 arcsecond resolution also allows us to separate and resolve individual YSO sources that were previously confused by lower spatial resolution studies. Out of the 40+ infrared YSO candidates in our field of view, we detect radio emission at or above a level of 50 µJy/beam for only six. We also detect emission at a weaker level for another six that lie within 2 arcseconds of infrared YSO candidates with IR detections in some but not all of the IRAC 1, 2, 3, 4 and MIPS 24µm band, providing motivation for a higher sensitivity follow-up study to detect more embedded objects in Serpens South. Our detection of YSOs overlooked by infrared studies reinforce the notion that longer wavelength studies at millimeter and radio wavelengths are necessary to construct accurate demographics of prestellar populations. Finally, the fact that Ortiz-León et al. (2015) did not make any firm detections of our YSO candidates suggests that either (1) the sources have significant time variability in their emission and/or (2) that the high-angular resolution of Ortiz-León et al. (2015) (∼ 0.3arcsec) over-resolved the emission structure from these YSOs. The latter, if true, would suggest that there is a significant source of thermal emission originating at or above size scales of hundreds of AU.
Although we cannot probe the inner regions of the collimated outflows that drive YSO thermal radio emission, our detections provide future high resolution studies a starting point for where thermal radio emission exists and its approximate strength. However, in fitting twocomponent Gaussians to our radio sources with CASA'a IMFIT task, we recover a deconvolved beam size for VLA 11 in our 7.25 GHz image that agrees with a previous work that found a jet emanating from VLA 11 in roughly the same direction (Teixeira et al. 2012) . Serpens South has also been found to drive large scale molecular outflows Plunkett et al. 2015a ). Our strongest source of thermal radio emission is VLA 13, which lies almost directly in the center of both Serpens South's core and the peak of its extended sub-millimeter emission. We therefore speculate that VLA 13 could be a dominate driver of molecular outflow in the region.
We cross reference infrared catalogues and run source extractions over near and far infrared images from 2 µm to 70 µm to build infrared SEDs, which we use to both classify our protostellar sources and derive mid-infrared & bolometric luminosities. We find relative agreement with the known radio vs. bolometric luminosity relationship of protostars for three of our sources given our errors.
Although the core of Serpens South may seem to be relatively radio quiet judging from the high-resolution radio survey of Ortiz-León et al. (2015) , we find a host of interesting radio sources that show clear signs of being protostellar in nature that have for the first time shed light on the radio properties of YSOs in the core of the Serpens South infrared dark cloud. Future radio studies of Serpens South would benefit from multi-epoch, polarization-capable studies that have an angular resolution of ∼1 arcsecond and a point source sensitivity of less than 10 µJy/beam in order to detect a larger number of young stellar objects.
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